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Draggie is a happy little dragon who has many friends but is often sad. The thing is, he looks smaller than his friends, and becoming bigger is his greatest wish. That is his secret
wish, for which he is ready to sacrifice even the most important thing on the Dragon Island. Draggie is horrified to learn the outcome of his actions. He knows he has to act fast, or
the Dragon Island will suffer greatly. To save it and its inhabitants, Draggie has to make another great sacrifice.Will he understand that small size can also be advantageous and
good?
When Gabby's parents separate, her tendency to daydream becomes essential to coping with life's difficuties, which only increase when she moves with her mother to a new
home and a new school.
A discontented little rabbit wishes for a pair of red wings, but the reaction of his mother and the other animals convinces him that it is better just to be himself.
Sassy wants to be a ballerina more than anything, but she worries that her too-large feet, too-long legs, and even her big mouth will keep her from her dream. When a famous
director comes to visit her class, Sassy does her best to get his attention with her high jumps and bright leotard.
"Linnet waited with her eyes closed for the door to open and her mother to peek in. Waited for her to touch Linnet's shoulder blades lightly...Linnet knew that touch in her bones,
as if it had happened every night of her life. An imprint, a memory of the skin itself." So begins this startling first novel about an eleven-year-old girl who suddenly begins to grow
wings -- wings with soft auburn feathers, which only at first can be hidden with long hair and loose clothes. Funny, sad, and hopeful, this remarkable story captures a girl's shock
at feeling alone in life, as it follows her journey to answer a most important question: how can a girl with wings ever fit into the world?
"I wish I had wings..." Childrens and adults alike are in the throes of UNICORN FEVER! The unicorn in this story can heal wounds with his horn. He can make rainbows. But what
he really wants is to fly! So he sets off on a quest—past birds and butterflies—to find wings of his own. A charming story for the unicorn lover—and emergent reader—in your life.
Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories, for children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help. Rhyme or
rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the story.
Changing minds one song at a time. The 1800s were a dangerous time to be a black girl in the United States, especially if you were born a slave. Ella Sheppard was such a girl,
but her family bought their freedom and moved to Ohio where slavery was illegal; they even scraped enough money together to send Ella to school and buy her a piano. In 1871,
when her school ran out of money and was on the brink of closure, Ella became a founding member of a traveling choir, the Jubilee Singers, to help raise funds for the Fisk Free
Colored School, later known as Fisk University. The Jubilee Singers traveled from Cincinnati to New York, following the Underground Railroad. With every performance they
endangered their lives and those of the people helping them, but they also broke down barriers between blacks and whites, lifted spirits, and even helped influence modern
American music: the Jubilees were the first to introduce spirituals outside their black communities, thrilling white audiences who were used to more sedate European songs.
Framed within Ella's inspiring story, Give Me Wings! is narrative nonfiction at its finest, taking readers through one of history's most tumultuous and dramatic times, touching on
the Civil War, Emancipation, and the Reconstruction Era. Click here to listen to the Publishers Weekly KidsCast: A Conversation with Kathy Lowinger.
HIS NAME IS DANTE. Dark. Talented. Beautiful. Star of the rock band Inferno. Rumored owner of the hot New Orleans nightspot Club Hell. Born of the Blood, then broken by an
evil beyond imagination. HIS PAST IS A MYSTERY. F.B.I. Special Agent Heather Wallace has been tracking a sadistic serial murderer known as the Cross Country Killer, and
the trail has led her to New Orleans, Club Hell, and Dante. But the dangerously attractive musician not only resists her investigation, he claims to be "nightkind": in other words, a
vampire. Digging into his past for answers reveals little. A juvenile record a mile long. No social security number. No known birth date. In and out of foster homes for most of his
life before being taken in by a man named Lucien DeNoir, who appears to guard mysteries of his own. HIS FUTURE IS CHAOS. What Heather does know about Dante is that
something links him to the killer -- and she's pretty sure that link makes him the CCK's next target. Heather must unravel the truth about this sensual, complicated, vulnerable
young man -- who, she begins to believe, may indeed be a vampire -- in order to finally bring a killer to justice. But Dante's past holds a shocking, dangerous secret, and once it is
revealed not even Heather will be able to protect him from his destiny....
Instant New York Times bestseller! In this riveting, keenly emotional debut fantasy, a Black teen from Houston has her world upended when she learns about her godly ancestry
and must save both the human and god worlds. Perfect for fans of Angie Thomas, Tomi Adeyemi, and The Hunger Games! “Make a way out of no way” is just the way of life for
Rue. But when her mother is shot dead on her doorstep, life for her and her younger sister changes forever. Rue's taken from her neighborhood by the father she never knew,
forced to leave her little sister behind, and whisked away to Ghizon—a hidden island of magic wielders. Rue is the only half-god, half-human there, where leaders protect their
magical powers at all costs and thrive on human suffering. Miserable and desperate to see her sister on the anniversary of their mother’s death, Rue breaks Ghizon’s sacred Do
Not Leave Law and returns to Houston, only to discover that Black kids are being forced into crime and violence. And her sister, Tasha, is in danger of falling sway to the very
forces that claimed their mother’s life. Worse still, evidence mounts that the evil plaguing East Row is the same one that lurks in Ghizon—an evil that will stop at nothing until it
has stolen everything from her and everyone she loves. Rue must embrace her true identity and wield the full magnitude of her ancestors’ power to save her neighborhood
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before the gods burn it to the ground.
Little Wings, the story of Amy Johnson chronicles this amazing aviatrixs greatest achievement, flying solo from England to Darwin Australia. Historically accurate and aimed at 4-8 year olds
this is the first book of its kind on record. This beautifully illustrated, engaging, entertaining and educating book is the perfect learning ......
Mentored by Pete Townshend. Number one at 16 with Thunderclap Newman. Toured with Paul McCartney's Wings, John Mayall, Stone the Crows and Small Faces. His life cut short at 26.
The authorized biography of Jimmy McCulloch, Little Wing is the first book to detail the Scottish guitarist's astonishing life and music career. Featuring over 200 rare images and exclusive
interviews with close relatives, musicians, friends, and fans, McCulloch's story is traced from his humble roots to his rise to international prominence, and his untimely passing in 1979.
Willa Bean, who wants to master flying before starting school at Cupid Academy, celebrates her unconventional looks and unique personality, but struggles to accept that cupids learn how to
fly at different times.
Cecilia Galante's sweet series about a lovable curly-haired cupid soars on in book #4. Every cupid has a one-of-a-kind flying friend, right? Wrong! Willa Bean has Snooze, an owl, but the new
girl in school, Lucy, has an owl, too! And Lucy's owl is bigger, and maybe even smarter, than Snooze. What if Mr. Wingston overshadows Snooze at Noble Nimbus Day? Nope, nope, nope-ity
nope. Willa Bean has to make sure Snooze is the best owl at Cupid Academy!
On Little WingsViking Childrens Books
The first novel of the Black Wings urban fantasy series, by Christina Henry, author of Alice and Lost Boy. As an Agent of Death, Madeline Black is responsible for escorting the souls of the
dearly departed to the afterlife. It’s a 24/7 job with a lousy benefits package. Maddy’s position may come with magical abilities and an impressive wingspan, but it doesn’t pay the bills. And
then, there are her infuriating boss, tenant woes, and a cranky, popcorn-loving gargoyle to contend with. Things starts looking up, though, when tall, dark, and handsome Gabriel Angeloscuro
agrees to rent the empty apartment in Maddy’s building. It’s probably just a coincidence that as soon as he moves in, demons appear on the front lawn. But when an unholy monster is
unleashed upon the streets of Chicago, Maddy discovers powers she never knew she possessed. Powers linked to a family legacy of tarnished halos. Powers that place her directly between
the light of Heaven, and the fires of Hell…
"Wings Of Rhapsody Wings Of Rhapsody - A Dalliance Of Poems is an anthology of poems written by Mumbai based poetess Ms. Seema K Jayaraman. This collection is an eclectic mix of
poems written over a period of three decades. Seema is a visual artist painting with words. 'Seema writes with a naturalistic, lyrical style, her work on the page begs to be read aloud. Her work
hearkens to a romantic tradition, drawing on landscape and nature her craft is a contemporary one.’ - Guest Curator Ciarán Hodgers, Leaveners’ ‘Poets’ Corner’ UK introduces Seema K
Jayaraman as showcased Poet of the month December 2015. 'Seema's poems are like photographs in words, one can open the book to any page for a feeling of true human history. lots of
love and best wishes for the book!, -Mana (Spiritual healer, Popular author of Soul Science) 'Seema's poems sometimes feel like song, they have a beat, some are mystical..' - Aneish Kumar
(MD, BONY, Mumbai) 'Seema's poems are thought- provoking, they churn you up with lucid images and strong emotions. A book of poems which heals. I loved it.' Keep writing.....and
healing...Love.’ -Dr Trupti Jayin (Clinical psychologist, PLR expert) 'Seema, a poet / poetess like you only come around every 100 years or more, this is your star, your destiny. Your ink is
indeed blessed.' - John Kavangah, UK (Poet, Author, Critic) 'Mesmerising! Original and ingenious crafting of words and images. Delight to read and savor.' - Oormila V Prahlad, Australia
(Artist, Poetess and Accomplished Pianist)"
She emerged as innocent as any newborn. The party of starbursts and sparkles came to a standstill. In awe, millions of heavenly beings paused. Shine Star, Princess of the Universe, was the
most precious and rare of all creations. As an expression of perfect happiness, thus was the king's daughter born. A magical love story unfolds in Vikrant Malhotra's wondrous debut, The
Stories of Goom'pa: Book One. Meet Goom'pa. He is a Poofy, a small furry creature who resides on Earth in a place called Palidon, on the edge of the Miron National Forest. His world is a
quiet one-until he spies Shine Star, a glorious star in the sky and the daughter of Prime Ray, the king of the universe. Enchanted by her elegance, Goom'pa knows he is willing to do anything
to win the love of this celestial beauty. As the two meet and fall in love, Shine Star's father worries about his only daughter. Exploiting that concern is the Star Lord, Rath, who wants nothing
more than to wrestle control of the universe away from Prime Ray. Will Goom'pa and Shine Star find a way to be together? Or will Rath's evil plan doom them all?
Willa Bean thinks that every flying friend should be one of a kind, like her owl, Snooze, and is upset when a new girl arrives at the Cupid Academy with a much larger owl, Mr. Wingston.
Ridiculed by all but her animal friends, little wingless Fia spends her days on the earth rather than in the sky. But when the boy fairy Kip invites her to attend the May Dance, she saves the day when a wicked
troll arrives seeking a late-night snack of fairy wings. Full color.
An irreverent take on fairies for fans of Savvy and Ella Enchanted! Mellie has been trying, unsuccessfully, to live down the day she told her kindergarten class she had a fairy living in her bedroom. Years later,
she is still teased. So when her parents inherit her grandfather's inn and their family moves to a new town, Mellie believes she'll leave all that fairy nonsense behind - only to discover that her family members
have been fairy guardians for generations and the inn is overrun with small persons with wings (they hate to be called fairies). Before she knows it, the family and fairies are all facing an evil temptress in
disguise who wants the fairy magic all for her own. Can Mellie set things right and save the day?
"On the smallest island, in the tallest tree, lives the world's smartest animal. But there are some things that even the world's smartest animal doesn't know . . . Meet Little Wing."
This is a children's picture book that teaches the Quran and explains the verses through pictures. Often children memorsie the Quran without knowing it's basic meanings. This book will help them visualise
the meanings of the verses and make the tafsir/ explanations easier for them to grasp. It will also make the memorisation process much more fun
A wingless bird is granted his wish for a pair of golden wings.
When a strange egg appears in their nest, Mr. and Mrs. Bird kindly take it upon themselves to raise the "baby bird" inside. But when the egg hatches, the Birds are in for a big surprise--"Junior" is the oddest-
looking baby bird they've ever seen--with big, long jaws full of teeth and an appetite to match. In fact, he looks more like a baby alligator than a baby bird! Nevertheless, the devoted Birds run themselves
ragged feeding Junior until he gets so big, he must leave the nest or it will collapse underneath him. But how can Junior fly without wings? To the delight of the Birds--and readers!--the dilemma is solved
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when Junior takes off from a branch overlooking a pond.
Once there was a beautiful little angel who lived in heaven. Her name is Gabriella. She lived there with a host of other little angels. They loved living in heaven as there was so much love from their master.
Sixteen-year-old Jennifer travels to Smithport, Maine, to learn about the family her mother has kept a secret.
This is a Sufi adventure story for children, teenagers, and adults. In the story, a boy loses his heart wings, becomes a normal adult and then goes on a journey as a man to find his heart wings once again!
Little Bird Gets His Wings is a heartwarming and exciting story about a little bird that doesn't know his place in the world. Like many of us he allows himself to become something
more convenient, only to find in the end, being like everyone else isn't always convenient. But Little Bird soon finds that his own special life light isn't meant to be hidden. Told
with a flowing, bouncing rhythm, Little Bird Gets His Wings will have your children realizing their own potential, and asking to re-live this heartfelt story again and again.
Strange, wondrous things happen in these two short stories, which are both the perfect introduction to Gabriel García Márquez, and a wonderful read for anyone who loves the
magic and marvels of his novels.After days of rain, a couple find an old man with huge wings in their courtyard in 'A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings' - but is he an angel?
Accompanying 'A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings' is the short story 'The Sea of Lost Time', in which a seaside town is brought back to life by a curious smell of roses.
Opus the penguin wants nothing more than to be able to fly--one thing that penguins cannot do--until one Christmas Eve, Opus realizes his greatest dream. Reprint.
The newest Oprah’s Book Club 2.0 selection: this special eBook edition of The Invention of Wings by Sue Monk Kidd features exclusive content, including Oprah’s personal
notes highlighted within the text, and a reading group guide. Writing at the height of her narrative and imaginative gifts, Sue Monk Kidd presents a masterpiece of hope, daring,
the quest for freedom, and the desire to have a voice in the world. Hetty “Handful” Grimke, an urban slave in early nineteenth century Charleston, yearns for life beyond the
suffocating walls that enclose her within the wealthy Grimke household. The Grimke’s daughter, Sarah, has known from an early age she is meant to do something large in the
world, but she is hemmed in by the limits imposed on women. Kidd’s sweeping novel is set in motion on Sarah’s eleventh birthday, when she is given ownership of ten year old
Handful, who is to be her handmaid. We follow their remarkable journeys over the next thirty five years, as both strive for a life of their own, dramatically shaping each other’s
destinies and forming a complex relationship marked by guilt, defiance, estrangement and the uneasy ways of love. As the stories build to a riveting climax, Handful will endure
loss and sorrow, finding courage and a sense of self in the process. Sarah will experience crushed hopes, betrayal, unrequited love, and ostracism before leaving Charleston to
find her place alongside her fearless younger sister, Angelina, as one of the early pioneers in the abolition and women’s rights movements. Inspired by the historical figure of
Sarah Grimke, Kidd goes beyond the record to flesh out the rich interior lives of all of her characters, both real and invented, including Handful’s cunning mother, Charlotte, who
courts danger in her search for something better. This exquisitely written novel is a triumph of storytelling that looks with unswerving eyes at a devastating wound in American
history, through women whose struggles for liberation, empowerment, and expression will leave no reader unmoved. Please note there is another digital edition available without
Oprah’s notes. Go to Oprah.com/bookclub for more OBC 2.0 content
This book is about organisational development from a systemic perspective. It is about systemic principles. How do they work in organisations? And how do people in those
organisations experience them? This book attempts to answer this and many more questions on working with the systemic phenomenological perspective in organisations and
society at large. From the same perspective, this book discusses a large amount of issues such as fraud, success, downturn and succession. This book includes many examples
of organisations and themes, including constellations in South America, Europe, Russia and the US. Together, they make this book to be a Lonely Planet in the world of working
in the systemic- phenomenological way. Jan Jacob Stam, founder of the Hellinger Institute in The Netherlands, and a very welcome teacher and lecturer in more than twenty
countries, has been a leader and researcher in the field of systemic work for over 15 years. This book gives you a look into Jan Jacob's experiences and insights. And as always,
he has moved on and continues to develop and search for new insights. There are so many interesting questions still unanswered. This book reads like a dream on a cold
winters' nights where no one sleeps and Jan Jacob keeps you awake as he makes you part of this special world.
Suffering from postpartum depression, Emily visits her grandmother to take a break from her life. As she tries to sort through her despair and self-hatred?seeing herself as a
worthless teenage girl who abandoned her child?she is befriended by a stay-at-home dad and his son, Pete. Their friendships develop and Emily is able to nurture herself back
from her depressive state. Poignant and hopeful, this narrative is told with an acute tenderness and reveals the reality of postpartum depression, the hardships of teenage
pregnancy, and how to return to love afte.
While on her first school "cloud trip," young cupid Willa Bean tries to get a replacement for her baby brother's lost ball but makes some big mistakes that nearly spoil everyone's
fun.
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness everywhere you go.
Have you ever experienced brokenness, or perhaps you've encountered deep hurt, and battled with your self worth?This book will speak to the core of a broken spirit.Broken
Wings: From Hurt to HopeThis story chronicles a journey from a place of hurt to a place of hope and a place of freedom. Through real unfettered words, you will discover that a
broken life can be mended again and pain is only temporary and that real victory comes after you made a decision to not give up on you. Hope is a Victor's trademark and is the
fuel for life. In reading these pages you will gain insight on how to sustain your hope in the most darkest and challenging times of your life.Will you take this journey with me?
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The special anniversary edition of The Little Engine That Could™ contains the entire text and original artwork. Young readers, as well as parents and grandparents, will treasure the story of the
blue locomotive who exemplifies the power of positive thinking.
Weaves a simplified theology of Nativity and Easter in God's healing plan for mankind, most specifically for individuals of challenge, through the experience of the last tiny angel in Heaven to
receive her wings; God uses her limitations to create her fullness of ability as she helps release the children of challenge all over the world from the thorns of rejection and self doubt.John,
Rev. Andrew. Illus by Victor Carrabotta. Cover art by Solomon Gavin.
"Little Wing thought she only had one wing. She believed she would never be able to fly until that strange windless day, when she met Hat man"--Back cover.
No matter how hard Little Wing tries to fly, he always flops . . . until one day when his fluttering takes him above the clouds and far away—maybe too far away! Lost in the sky, Little Wing has to
find his way home. But thanks to a special someone, he learns the importance of dragon rules. And with a helping wing to guide him, Little Wing can be flip, flop, fearless! With Calista Brill’s
sincere story and Jennifer A. Bell’s vibrant illustrations, Little Wing Learns to Fly is utterly convincing as a sweet coming-of-age tale. Fans of Finding Nemo and Giraffes Can’t Dance will love
rooting for Little Wing as the little dragon that could. Children and adults alike will get carried away on Little Wing’s journey home!
Little Wing is the powerful story of two families over three generations. In the 1960s, a pregnant 16-year-old is banished to one of the remotest parts of the UK. Years later, Nell and Dougie are
both at critical moments in their lives when their paths cross. Between Camden, Colchester and the Outer Hebrides, the three story lines collide when secrets are uncovered and answers
sought. Little Wing is a novel about resilience, forgiveness and the true meaning of family, about finding one's place in the world and discovering how we all belong somewhere and to
someone.
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